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As I write this, it is autumn in New England, which means two things.
First, the leaves are turning colors to make some of the most beautiful
scenery to be found anywhere. Second, the leaves will be covering
my lawn, which also means that I’ll have to remove them so I can cut
the grass. I’ve lived in my house for over 20 years, and my standard
leaf-removal method is to use the lawn mower, starting alongside the
house, in ever-widening circles to cut the grass and blow the leaves
and clippings out away from the house. We’re fortunate to live on a
lot surrounded by conservation land, so we don’t have to worry about
blowing things onto a neighbor’s property.
This method of leaf removal has served me adequately for many years,
but the inefficiency has always bothered me. Due to the shape of our
yard, I wind up going over areas that are already clear so that I can
loop around to the back where there is more area to cover. So last
year, I purchased a leaf blower. As the name implies, a leaf blower is a
specialized power tool that blows a powerful jet of air strong enough to
blow the leaves off the lawn, giving me a nice leaf-free lawn to mow, and
standing the grass up so it cuts more evenly. So, even after 20 years of
doing something the same way, the right technology can still improve
your life. This issue of Verification Horizons will likewise give you some
new tools to improve your verification efforts.
In our first article, my long-time friend and colleague Harry Foster
shares his most recent survey data on “Quantifying FPGA Verification
Effectiveness.” This is the latest installment of Harry’s series of biennial
industry surveys that show how well we’re all doing when it comes to
verifying FPGAs. As you’ll see, the study shows that projects that adopt
so-called “advanced verification techniques” have fewer bugs escape
into production, which is, after all, the whole point of verification.

“...even after 20 years of doing something the
same way, the right technology can still improve
your life.” —Tom Fitzpatrick

Our next article, “Arasan MIPI® CSI-2-RX IP Verification Using Questa®
VIP,” provides a case study of how Arasan used Questa® Verification IP
(QVIP) to verify their MIPI Camera Serial Interface peripheral device.
We round out our articles from Mentor authors with “Memory Softmodels
- The Foundation Of Validation Accuracy.” This article focuses on the
validation process, where we attempt to ensure that the design will

perform as intended. Memory Softmodels provide
a consistent configurable model that can be used in
emulation and FPGA prototyping to let you measure
important aspects of your design and run “real”
software before the design is complete.

then verify that the core functions correctly in
your application, is an ever-growing challenge.
Fortunately, you can learn from their vast
experience and apply these techniques to your
own RISC-V design.

We open our Partners’ Corner section with a great
discussion about “Increasing Functional Coverage
by Automation for Zetta-Hz High Speed CDMA
Transceiver” by our friends at Silicon Interfaces. This
case study shows how they applied the coverage
automation capabilities of Questa® inFact to
automate the generation of targeted testcases to
ensure they could meet their coverage goals as
efficiently as possible.

So whether you’re still “locked down” or are fortunate
to be in an area where things are getting back to
normal, I hope you’ll be able to take some time to
enjoy the beauty of your autumnal surroundings.
And whether you’re doing verification or yard work,
don’t be afraid to try something new.

In “A Unified Approach to Verify Complex FSM,” our
friends at eInfochips describe an innovative UVMbased approach to verifying complex finite state
machines. By starting with a base class that defines
the FSM states, they can extend that class to define
constraints that either align with the intended FSM
transitions or introduce errors to make sure that
the FSM can handle them. Randomly generating
scenarios along these paths can uncover some nasty
bugs that might be hard to find otherwise.
Last but not least, Tessolve and InCore share with
us their approach to a “RISC-V Design Verification
Strategy.” With the incredible growth of RISC-V
processors, which can be customized in so many
ways, the question of how to ensure your core
accurately implements your instruction set, and
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Respectfully submitted,
Tom Fitzpatrick
Editor, Verification Horizons
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Quantifying FPGA Verification Effectiveness
by Harry D. Foster - Mentor, A Siemens Business

The 2019 global semiconductor market was valued
at $385.4 billion after experiencing a 15% decline
due to a 32% drop in the memory IC market, which
is expected to recover in 2021.[1] The FPGA portion
of the semiconductor market is valued at about
$5 billion.[2] The FPGA semiconductor market is
expected to reach a value of $7.5 billion by 2030,
growing at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 4.4% during this forecast period. The growth in this
market is being driven by new and expanding enduser applications related to data center computing,
networking, and storage, as well as communication.
Historically, FPGAs have offered two primary advantages over ASICs. First, due to their low NRE,[3] FPGAs
are generally more cost effective than IC/ASICs
for low-volume production. Second, FPGAs’ rapid
prototyping capabilities and flexibility can reduce
the development schedule since a majority of the
verification and validation cycles have traditionally
been performed in the lab. More recently, FPGAs
offer advantages related to performance for certain
accelerated applications by exploiting hardware
parallelism (e.g., AI Neural Networks).
The IC/ASIC market in the mid- to late-2000
time frame underwent growing pains to address
increased verification complexity. We find similar
trends occurring in today’s FPGA market do to
growing complexity. With the increased capacity
and capability of today’s complex FPGAs and the
emergence of high-performance SoC programmable
FPGAs (e.g., Xilinx Zynq® UltraSCALE+, Intel® Stratix®,
and Microsemi SmartFusion®2), traditional lab-based
approaches to FPGA verification and validation are
becoming less effective. In this article, I quantify the
ineffectiveness of today’s FPGA verification processes
in terms of non-trivial bug escapes into production.

FPGA VERIFICATION
EFFECTIVENESS

In this section, we present various FPGA project
results in terms of verification effectiveness.
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Non-Trivial Bug Escapes
IC/ASIC projects have often used the metric “number
of required spins before production” as a benchmark
to assess a project’s verification effectiveness.
Historically, about 30% of IC/ASIC projects are able
to achieve first silicon success, and most successful
designs are productized on the second silicon spin.
Unfortunately, FPGA projects have no equivalent
metric. As an alternative to IC/ASIC spins, our study
asked the FPGA participants “how many non-trivial
bugs escaped into production?” The results shown
in figure 1 are somewhat disturbing. In 2020, only
17% of all FPGA projects were able to achieve no bug
escapes into production, which is worse than IC/ASIC
in terms of first silicon success, and for some market
segments, the cost of field repair can be significant.
For example, in the mil-aero market, once a cover has
been removed on a system to upgrade the FPGA, the
entire system needs to be revalidated.

Figure 1: Non-trivial FPGA bug escapes into production

Types of Flaws Resulting
in Non-Trivial Bug Escapes
Figure 2 shows various categories of design flaws
contributing to FPGA non-trivial bug escapes. The
percentage of “logic or functional flaws” remains the
leading cause of bugs. New flaws being tracked in
the 2020 study are associated with safety (8%) and
security (6%) features. Obviously multiple flaws can
contribute to bug escapes, which is the reason the
total percentage of flaws sums to more than 100%.

spend very little time in verification are typically
working on designs with a good deal of existing
pre-verified design IP, which is integrated to create
a new product. On the other extreme, projects that
spend a significant amount of time in verification
often have a high percentage of newly developed
design IP that must be verified.

Figure 2: Types of flaws resulting in FPGA bug escapes

Design Completion
Compared to Original Schedule
In addition to bug escape metrics that we used
to determine an FPGA project’s effectiveness,
another metric we tracked was project completion
compared to the original schedule, as shown in
figure 3. Here we found that 68% of FPGA projects
were behind schedule. One indication of growing
design and verification complexity is reflected in
the increasing number of FPGA projects missing
schedule by more than 50% during the period 2014
through 2020.

Overall, we found an increase in the average
percentage of FPGA project time spent in
verification during the period 2014 through 2020.
Again, this is an indication of growing design and
verification complexity.

Figure 4: Percentage of FPGA project time
spent in verification

Mean Peak Number of Engineers
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges today is
to control cost and engineering head count, which
means identifying FPGA design and verification
solutions that increase productivity. To illustrate
the need for productivity improvement, we discuss
the trend in terms of increasing engineering head
count. Figure 5 shows the mean peak number of
FPGA engineers working on a project.
Figure 3: Actual FPGA project completion
compared to original schedule

FPGA VERIFICATION EFFORT

In this section, we discuss trends in terms of FPGA
project time and resources.

Percentage of Project Time Spent in Verification
Figure 4 shows the percentage of total FPGA
project time spent in verification. You can see two
extremes in this graph. In general, projects that

Figure 5: Mean peak number of FPGA engineers
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While, on average, the demand for FPGA design
engineers grew at about a 1.5% CAGR between
2012 and 2020, the demand for FPGA verification
engineers grew at a 5.5% CAGR. It is worth noting
that during the period 2007 through 2014, the IC/
ASIC market went through similar growth demands
related to verification engineers to address growing
verification complexity [4].
But verification engineers are not the only project
stakeholders involved in the verification process.
Design engineers spend a significant amount of their
time in verification too, as shown in figure 6. In 2020,
design engineers spent on average 53% of their time
involved in design activities and 47% of their time in
verification. However, when compared to 2014 and
2016, the data indicate a trend showing that FPGA
design engineers are now spending slightly less time
involved in verification tasks. There are two reasons
for this trend. First, many FPGA projects have added
verification engineers to their teams, which means
design engineers can focus most of their effort on
design. Second, in general, there has been increased
adoption of larger, more complex FPGAs, which has
increased the design engineer’s workload.

Figure 7: Where FPGA verification engineers spend their time

FPGA VERIFICATION
ADOPTION TRENDS

To address growing verification complexity, we find
that many FPGA projects are starting to mature
their pre-lab functional verification processes. In
this section, we present FPGA trends related to the
adoption of various verification techniques, which
are fairly standard practice today on most IC/ASIC
projects.

Languages and Methodology Adoption Trends
In figure 8, we show the adoption trends for
languages to build testbenches.

Figure 6: Where FPGA design engineers spend their time

Figure 7 shows where verification engineers spend
their time (on average). Our study found that FPGA
verification engineers spend more of their time
debugging than with any other activity. From a
management perspective, this can be a significant
challenge when planning future projects’ effort and
schedule based on previous projects’ data since
debugging is unpredictable and varies significantly
between projects.
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Figure 8: FPGA project verification language adoption

It is not uncommon for FPGA projects to use multiple
languages when constructing their testbenches,
which is why the percentage adoption sums to
more than 100%. This practice of adopting multiple
languages is often due to legacy code as well as
purchased verification IP written in a different
language.

Historically, VHDL was the predominant language
used for FPGA testbench development, but we have
recently seen increasing interest in SystemVerilog
adoption. Today, it is not unusual to find that the RTL
design was created using VHDL, and the testbench
was created using SystemVerilog.
What is unusual in the 2020 data was the huge
increase in C/C++ for testbench development
compared to previous years. It is unknown at
this point if this was an anomaly in this year’s
study or an emerging trend. In addition, the
2018 level of adoption for the Accellera Portable
Test and Stimulus Standard (PSS) was likely a
misunderstanding by the study participants since
its standardization was occurring at the same time
as the 2018 study and few vendors supported it at
that point in time. Finally, in 2020, for the first time,
we explicitly asked about the adoption of Python for
testbench development. In previous studies, Python
was included with OTHER, which we now see has
declined after moving Python to its own option.
The adoption trends for various base-class library
and methodology standards are shown in figure 9,
and we found that the Accellera UVM is currently
the predominant standard that has been adopted
to create FPGA testbenches. In 2018, we first
started tracking the Open Source VHDL Verification
Methodology™ (OSVVM) and the Universal
VHDL Verification Methodology (UVVM), and in
2020 we are showing trends for the first time. In
addition, for the 2020 study, we track Python-based
methodologies, such as cocotb, for the first time.

Finally, FPGA project adoption trends for various
assertion language standards are shown in figure
10.

Figure 10: FPGA project assertion language adoption

SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA) is the predominant
assertion language in use today. Similar to
languages used to build testbenches, it is not
unusual to find FPGA projects create their RTL in
VHDL and then create their assertions using SVA.

Technology Adoption Trend
The adoption trends for formal property checking
(e.g., model checking) and automatic formal
applications are shown in figure 11 on the
following page.
We found that the adoption of formal property
checking on FPGA projects is growing at an
impressive 10% CAGR, and the adoption of
automatic formal applications is growing at a
21% CAGR. Historically, the formal property
checking process has required specialized skills
and expertise. However, the recent emergence of
automatic formal applications provides narrowly
focused solutions and does not require specialized
skills for adoption. In general, formal solutions (i.e.,
formal property checking combined with automatic
formal applications) is one of the fastest growing
segments in functional verification in terms
of project adoption.

Figure 9: FPGA project methodology
and base-class libraries adoption
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Perhaps the most disturbing finding from this year’s
study relates to the number of FPGA projects with
non-trivial bug escapes into production. We did find
an interesting correlation between the improvement
of reduced functional flaws contributing to non-trivial
bug escapes, as shown in figure 1, and the maturing
of FPGA projects’ functional verification processes,
as previously discussed.

Figure 11: FPGA project formal technology adoption trends

Figure 12 shows the FPGA project adoption trends
for various simulation-based techniques from
2012 through 2018, which include code coverage,
functional coverage, assertions, and constrainedrandom simulation.

The data suggest that projects that are more mature
in their functional verification processes will likely
experience fewer bug escapes. To test this claim,
we partitioned the study participants into two
independent groups: FPGA projects with no bug
escapes and FPGA projects that experienced a bug
escape. We then examined the percentage adoption
of various verification techniques and the results are
shown in figure 13. What we are unable to measure
from our study is how effective a project was in
adopting any of these processes. Nonetheless, these
findings are statistically significant in that the group
with no bug escapes tended to have higher adoption
of various verification techniques, which suggests
they are more mature in their verification process.

Figure 12: FPGA project simulation technique trends

One observation from these adoption trends is that
the FPGA market is starting to mature its verification
processes. This maturity is likely due to the growing
complexity of designs as discussed in the previous
section.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this report, we presented FPGA design and
verification trends based on a recent, large industry
study. FPGAs have recently grown in complexity
equal to many of today’s IC/ASIC designs. We
quantified the impact of this growing complexity
in terms of verification effectiveness and effort.
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Figure 13: FPGA simulation technique adoption
vs non-trival bug escapes
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Arasan MIPI® CSI-2-RX IP Verification
Using Questa® VIPs
by Vikas Sharma - Mentor, A Siemens Business

This article describes the verification process of the
ARASAN MIPI® CSI-2-RX IP core using Questa® VIPs
by Mentor, A Siemens Business.

MIPI CSI-2 PROTOCOL

MIPI Camera Serial Interface 2 (CSI-2) provides an
interface between a peripheral device (such as a
camera module) and a host processor (such as a
baseband or application engine). It is mostly used
in the mobile and automotive industries. High
performance and low power are the key features
of this protocol.
MIPI CSI-2 provides two high-speed serial data
transmission interface options. The first option, which
is referred to as the D-PHY physical layer option, uses
a differential interface with one 2-wire clock lane
and one or more 2-wire data lanes. The second highspeed data transmission interface option, which is
referred to as the C-PHY physical layer option, uses
one or more unidirectional 3-wire serial data lanes,
each of which has its own embedded clock.

ARASAN MIPI CSI-2 RECEIVER IP

The Arasan MIPI CSI-2 Receiver IP provides a
standard, scalable, low-power, and high-speed
interface that supports a wide range of high image
resolutions. It is compliant with the MIPI CSI-2 v1.3
specification and supports D-PHY v1.2 and MIPI
C-PHY v1.1.
Arasan offers C-PHY in a combination configuration
that supports both the C-PHY interfaces and the
D-PHY interfaces. This IP connects to D-PHY or C-PHY
through the PHY-Protocol Interface (PPI) interface that
is compliant to the D-PHY and C-PHY specifications.
Most of the PPI signals are common for D-PHY and
C-PHY except for a few additional signals in each
mode. The usage of PHYs is selected by simple
programming based on the use case.
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Arasan CSI-2 Rx IP, CSI-2 Tx IP, D-PHY IP, and C-PHY
IP are silicon-proven and currently used in MIPI
Protocol Analyzers and Production Test Applications.
Mentor Questa® VIP further enhances Arasan IP
compliance to the MIPI Specifications, enabling the
IP to meet the stringent requirement of compliance
test applications.
The following are the key features of the Arasan MIPI
CSI-2 Receiver IP:
• Use of either D-PHY or C-PHY through user
configuration
• 4-Lanes or 8-Lanes D-PHY, and 3-Lanes C-PHY
• Supports for Ultra-Low Power Mode (ULPS)
• Supports for Alternate Low Power State (ALPS)
in C-PHY mode
• Single (or) Optional Multi-Pixel mode interface
to ISP
Multi-Pixel mode is used in high bandwidth
requirement applications to lower the ISP clock
frequency requirement.
• Optional Pixel Level Interface to ISP with HSYNC,
VSYNC, DATA, and DATA VALID
• Streams the received pixels onto eight data
channels (customizable) based on the channel
configuration from ISP
• Separate data channel for short generic packets
• Support for all packet level errors, Protocol
Decoding Level errors
• Pixel formats supported:
o RAW data type – RAW6, RAW7, RAW8, RAW10,
RAW12, RAW14, RAW16, RAW20
o YUV data type – YUV422-8bit, YUV422-10bit,
Legacy YUV420 8-bit, YUV420 10-bit, YUV420
8-bit (Chroma Shifted Pixel Sampling), YUV420
10-bit (Chroma Shifted Pixel Sampling)
o RGB data type – RGB888, RGB666, RGB565,
RGB555, RGB444
o All user Defined data types / JPEG
o Generic 8-bit long packet data types

FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS

• Capability for programming both
CSI-2 and PHY-related registers
Reserved address space [0x00-0x0F]
for the PHY-related registers
• Host interface for register configuration
and monitoring
• Optional support for the AHB or APB interface

The CSI-2 Receiver IP is partitioned into submodules to accomplish the required functionality
with the following units, as shown below in figure 2:

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

There are two mutually exclusive modes of
operation (Register configurable), Mode-0 (D-PHY)
and Mode-1 (C-PHY). Both modes use common PPI
interface signals and some additional signals that
are unique to each mode, as shown in figure 1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APB Target Interface
Lane Merger Layer Unit
Low-Level Protocol Unit
FIFO (External)
Byte to Pixel Unit
Image Processor Interface Unit
MIPI Interface

CSI-2 QUESTA VERIFICATION IP
The CSI-2 Questa® Verification IP (CSI-2 QVIP)
is a comprehensive verification IP built using
advanced methodologies with advanced
debug, coverage, and protocol checking for
the fastest time-to-verification sign-off. The
following are the key features of the CSI-2
QVIP:
• Fully compliant with UVM Standard
• Compatible with all popular industry
simulators

Figure 1

Figure 2
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VERIFICATION USING
MIPI CSI-2 QVIP

• Unencrypted Test Sequence Library
• Verification Plans and Coverage
The CSI-2 QVIP consists of a UVM agent that has
been configured with an active slave PPI peripheral
camera settings. This UVM agent has both the Driver
and the Monitor that drive and monitor the slave PPI
interface, respectively, as shown below in figure 3.
• CSI-2 QVIP driver
o Drives scheduled sequence items over the
PPI interface
• CSI-2 QVIP monitor
o Collects CSI-2 packets from the PPI interface
o Monitors protocol compliance checking with
assertions
o Sends packet to the scoreboard for checking
o Samples coverage measuring the percentage
of verification objectives
• CSI-2 QVIP Scoreboard
o Predicts packets with configured settings
o Flags UVM_ERROR for any mismatch between
the predicted and the observed packet

The testbench verification environment is developed
using the SystemVerilog language and is aligned
with UVM-1.2. The CSI-2 QVIP used in the testbench
environment is developed by Mentor, A Siemens
Business. Some of the testbench components are
part of the CSI-2 QVIP package and all the other
components have been developed from scratch.
• CSI-2 IP Pixel Interface - SystemVerilog virtual
interface for accessing CSI-2 IP pixel-level
interface signals
• CSI-2 IP Monitor - UVM monitor converting signallevel activity into TLM transactions and broadcasts
the packets from the CSI-2 IP pixel interface
• CSI-2 Scoreboard - Comparing packets from the
CSI-2 IP monitor and the CSI-2 QVIP monitor
The UVM testbench below starts with DUT bring
up and configurations, which are done using APB
and AHB sequences. Once the configuration phase
is complete, the tests start a camera sequence to
generate various frames from the CSI-2 QVIP.

Figure 3
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The sequences used are based on constraintdriven stimulus generation, which allows users
to automatically generate the necessary stimulus
for functional verification. Random testing can
be more effective than a traditional, directed
testing approach because it can generate cornercase scenarios that would otherwise be missed.
It represents an effective method to achieve the
coverage goals quickly and with a low number
of tests.

Questa® Verification IP, powered by its flexible
architecture, integrates seamlessly into advanced
verification environments, including testbenches
built using UVM, Verilog, VHDL, and System-C. It is
the industry's only VIP with a native SystemVerilog
UVM architecture across all protocols, ensuring
maximum productivity and flexibility. In addition,
comprehensive protocol assertions of the VIP
solution allow Questa® Formal users to exhaustively
prove design correctness.

The CSI-2 QVIP sequencer takes the sequence item
from the CSI-2 QVIP sequences and passes them
to its driver, which translates them to the CSI-2 PPI
interface. The CSI-2 QVIP in-built monitor collects
all packets and sends them to the scoreboard.
The CSI-2 QVIP monitor also provides protocol
assertions validating the DUT behavior over PPI
Interface. The scoreboard class contains two
analysis FIFOs and two analysis exports. One of
them is connected to the CSI-2 QVIP monitor and
another one is connected to the CSI-2 IP monitor. All
monitored CSI-2 packets are stored in a scoreboard
FIFOs and are compared.

Mentor Questa® Verification IP is an integral part
of the Enterprise Verification Platform™ (EVP).
Together with the Questa® Verification Solution,
VIP components reduce bring up time and enable
rapid coverage closure.

CONCLUSION

The MIPI CSI-2 Questa® Verification IP is highly
configurable and is aimed for ease of use through
advanced verification methodologies. A large
library of standard SystemVerilog UVM components
with consistent common architecture is used in this
VIP. It includes test plans, compliance tests, test
sequences, protocol coverage in SystemVerilog
and XML source code, a comprehensive set
of protocol checks, error injection, and debug
capabilities. These features ensure rapid
deployment within a verification team and
easy reuse, extension, and debug capabilities.
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Memory Softmodels —
The Foundation of Validation Accuracy
by Ridham Kothari - Mentor, A Siemens Business

As always, we must continue to reduce the timeto-market of SoCs and complex systems. An FPGA
prototype implementation of these systems can
be used as a basis for early software or firmware
development, hardware-software co-verification
and system validation, and all this can be achieved
before actual silicon is available. As FPGA prototyping
systems can also be used as a platform to validate
system level functionality and are fast enough to
develop application code running on top of an
OS, the adoption of FPGA prototyping systems
is increasing.
An important part of system level validation is to
ensure that the performance meets expectations
and that the system is capable of supporting
anticipated workloads. In order to validate critical
scenarios it is important to accurately model the
clock-level timing of target memory types such as
DDR4, DDR5, LPDDR4 and LPDDR5, so that the
whole-system effects of running with different levels
of memory subsystem loading can be observed,
albeit at a scaled frequency. This article focuses on
how Memory Softmodels are used in the validation
process and how they provide the foundation for
performance validation accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

The size of SoCs and complex systems is growing
rapidly as more and more IP blocks and sub-systems
are integrated to reduce overall system development
cost. This trend demands increased efforts in both
hardware and software validation. This has created
the requirement to start validation of the system and
its related software as soon as possible, in order
to be able to meet the relentless drive to reduce
time-to-market. As FPGA prototypes can represent
a frequency-scaled replica of a design running at
an actual speed, it can validate a comparatively
mature RTL and provide a platform to start early
development of the software to be executed on this
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RTL. Hence, FPGA prototyping systems provide a very
effective solution in reducing time-to-market. Further
it reduces costly design re-spins by validating and
eliminating bugs in the design before the availability
of actual silicon. The representation of a design on
an FPGA prototyping system needs to be clock-cycle
accurate to realistically determine its performance.

UNDERSTANDING
THE VALIDATION PROCESS

In an SoC development cycle, Verification and
Validation each play an important role in proving
a design’s quality against its golden reference
specification. Verification is a process in which a
design is tested against its specification, with the
main goal being to ensure the functional correctness
of a design. On the other hand, validation is a
process to make sure that the design fits its system
level purpose and performs as it was intended to.
Ultimately, validation is performed with the final
silicon to qualify the design for all of its functionality
within the required performance window.
Any form of validation, whether it is intended for
system level validation or to run software stack
on processor hardware, requires some form of
memory. There are various ways in which the memory
resources can be implemented in a FPGA prototype.
It can be done using either resources internal to the
FPGA, or by using on-board external memory devices
connected to the FPGA. The applications that use a
small amount of memory, i.e. up to few Kilobytes, can
target internal FPGA resources. However applications
which require memory resources of Gigabytes, would
use on-board memory for bulk memory storage.
A Memory Softmodel comes with a pre-packaged
solution for interfacing to the bulk memory devices
on the FPGA prototyping system.

the system’s throughput
and its performance under
different workloads.
A DDRx or LPDDRx Memory
Softmodel is a clock timing
accurate model with a
protocol compliant port list.
When used with a target
Figure 1: Subsystem-level Memory Abstraction Using a Softmodel
DDR controller, it provides
memory abstraction and
helps in creating accurate
A Memory Softmodel can provide sub-system level
scenarios
where
the
system’s
throughput can be
memory abstraction as demonstrated in Figure 1. In
measured
realistically.
It
supports
all the protocol
this setup, the Memory Softmodel is implemented
features
required
for
system
level
validation,
which
as an AXI slave and the DUT system accesses the
can be useful in determining system’s performance
on-board DDR memory by generating appropriate
under different memory configurations. For
AXI traffic. This configuration is typically used to
example, a Memory Softmodel can be used to
replace a memory controller sub-system in an SoC
determine the impact of different read and write
pending the arrival of the RTL. It provides access to
latencies on system level throughput and to ensure
bulk memory storage for the designers to start early
that with each of the required configurations
development of the software, but this is an overly
the system’s behavior aligns with expectations.
optimistic solution as the impact of DDR latency is
Different performance characteristics can also
completely ignored.
be measured by trying different combinations of
clock frequencies, different memory data widths,
An important part of system level validation is to
densities, and other functional configurations.
run the system under various traffic scenarios to
This allows hardware implementers and software
determine if it is capable of supporting anticipated
developers to optimize the system level design
workloads under different system configurations.
for the desired throughput. In the early parts of
To be able to get a realistic idea of the system’s
the development cycle it helps to make critical
throughput it is important to have a setup that
design-specific decisions by determining optimum
accurately models clock-level timings of various
configurations to achieve the required throughput.
target memory accesses. Clock-level timing of a
memory access is the memory’s configured latency
The Memory Softmodel decodes the traffic from
at which read or write data is available from the
the memory controller, creates a logical address
point when the memory access is initiated. Using a
for each requested memory access and, based
clock timing accurate memory abstraction can help
on the current configuration set by the controller,
in determining key system characteristics such as
forwards or accesses this
converted traffic so that it
can be stored or read back
from an on-board DDR
resource. This eliminates
the need for the FPGA
prototype to provide onboard storage memory
devices that match the
memory type targeted
by the DDR controller.
Figure 2: System-level Memory Abstraction Using a Softmodel
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Many DDR controllers improve their throughput
by changing how they map a logical address to a
DDR physical address, made up of the bank, row
and column registers. A Memory Softmodel has a
built-in configuration feature that allows different
physical mappings to be translated back to a logical
address, making it easier to check memory content
via the backdoor interface. By experimenting with
various memory mapping schemes, developers
of DDR controller hardware and software can also
explore how different memory mapping schemes
impact the system throughput and determine the
best configuration to maximize throughput for the
anticipated memory traffic.

FEATURES OF A MEMORY
SOFTMODEL

The Memory Softmodel is encapsulated with features
such as wrappers to provide backdoor accesses to
the main memory, to protocol specific configuration
registers, and to the Memory Softmodel specific
place and route constraints within a single package.
This can simplify integration of the Memory
Softmodel with any DUT system, so the Memory
Softmodel can be directly used as a plug-andplay solution. Support of backdoor accesses to the
on-board memory can be a used to load/unload
memory images to the on-board DDR, which can
be very useful in providing bulk memory storage for
important scenarios such as validation of the system
boot process.

Backdoor accesses to the protocol-specific
configuration register can be very helpful to
understand the current status of the Memory
Softmodel mode register configurations. This
provides a quick way of debugging to eliminate
issues such as differences in the Memory
Softmodel configuration compared to the expected
configuration set by the controller. A Memory
Softmodel can also be configured to overwrite
some configurations via backdoor accesses,
which otherwise would require a whole recompile
of the design.
Optionally, a Memory Softmodel can be configured
to inject errors by modifying its configuration using
backdoor access. Normally an error isn’t expected to
happen, but it is important to determine the system’s
behavior in case of such errors. It helps in ensuring
that the system can withstand and recover from the
error conditions as expected and still be able to
provide necessary performance for the workload.
This can be used to make the system more robust to
qualify for various usage scenarios.

To conclude, consider the validation of an example
SoC aimed at a mobile application. The required
Android boot image can be loaded on the FPGA
prototype on-board memory via backdoor accesses
to the LPDDRx Memory Softmodel and then the DUT
can immediately initiate the process of booting via
reading back the boot image from memory. After
booting is completed, the system can be run under
different traffic scenarios to determine if it can handle
different workloads as expected and is able to meet
its performance
requirement under
such workloads.
If not, configuring
the system with
different memory
latencies can be used
to characterize the
system’s throughput
with each value of
latency. This can be
helpful in making
decisions for any
possible design
Figure 3: Using a Softmodel in an Example
change. Even in
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the case of the system’s meeting its throughput
requirements, further optimization is possible to
achieve the best possible throughput. In cases
where different blocks of the system are still under
development, software validation can still be
started early by replacing the memory sub-system
with an AXI-slave Softmodel. Software executables
can be converted into hex which is fed to the system
to generate required application-specific scenarios.
Mentor’s Veloce Prototyping System (VPS) provides
an expansive library of Memory Softmodels with
generic and protocol-specific solutions for these
applications. Since these Memory Softmodels are
in compliance with the protocol specification, they
can also be retargeted to run on Mentor’s Veloce
emulation platform.
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Increasing Functional Coverage by Automation
for Zetta-Hz High Speed CDMA Transceiver

by Karthik Bandaru, Priyanka Gharat, and Sastry Puranapanda - Silicon Interfaces®

The efforts to apply constrained randomization
to create test cases is based on the developer or
verification engineer’s perception of what test vectors
are required and can easily lead to hidden bugs
being overlooked. Traditionally, the coverage goals
would have been reached by writing more test cases
with unpredictable schedules, often impacting timeto-market goals. Functional coverage defines critical
states and constrained randomization tests those
states in unpredictable ways. Often constrained
randomization necessarily repeats states or worse,
catastrophically misses a coverage point which has a
“hidden” bug since the coverage points are written
by the verification engineer using coverage bins. We
are choosing constrained random stimulus-based
coverage verification because we have found it to
be a simple and flexible verification technique that
saves time, reduces complexity and improves the
performance of coverage by using various coverage
techniques, such as bins and coverage transitions.
Other advantages of functional coverage are that
we define critical states, which can be targeted first
with fewer test (provided we know which the critical
paths are). To meet coverage goals, the verification
engineer would otherwise need to write more test
cases.

overall verification times and meet time-to-market
guidelines.
This article will methodically look at coverage reports
generated by standard simulation, analyze them
in terms of meeting coverage goals, and then run
automation tools to attain higher coverage goals in
fewer simulation cycles and less time.
For the purpose of our proof-of-concept, we are
using a Zetta-Hz High Speed CDMA Transceiver and
running standard simulation with coverage and then
comparing with results attained using automation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DUT

This Zetta-Hz High Speed CDMA Transceiver is
designed for multiple access by multiple users at a
time by spreading and de-spreading of codes with
ultra-high speed networking communication using

This article explores the shortcomings of standard
constrained randomization techniques to attain
coverage and uses coverage automation tools, using
intelligent routines and algorithms, to analyze the
coverage matrix and achieve maximum possible
coverage by traversing the identified paths to detect
otherwise undetectable bugs to increase functional
coverage. We apply these techniques to a Zetta-Hz
High Speed CDMA transceiver.

PURPOSE

To show that verification engineers can use coverage
automation tools to identify hidden bugs and reduce
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Figure 1: Zetta-Hz High Speed CDMA Transceiver

different CDMA techniques such as DSSS (Direct
sequence spread spectrum), frequency hopping,
Chaotic, etc. The design does data transmission
and reception in parallel for various data interface
cards of differing high speed data transfer rates. In
this design, transmission and reception are done by
different PRBS data pattern sequences like PRBS7,
PRBS10, PRBS15, PRBS23, PRBS31, PRBS48, PRBS52,
PRBS63, etc., as per the ITU standard.
The Zetta-hertz transceiver consists of a zetta clock
frequency oscillator/generator, channel encoder,
modulator, wireless channel, demodulator, decoder,
and PRBS-pseudo noise carrier frequency wave
generator. The zetta hertz oscillator generates one
complete zetta hertz clock cycle with 2^70/2 low
and 2^70/2 high clock pulses. Total clock frequency
cycle is 2^70 clock pulses. This clock frequency
is input to all CDMA blocks, and generates high
frequency baud rates in terms of Zetta-hertz clock
frequency. All these blocks are synchronized with
Zetta-hertz clock frequency rate.

Figure 3: Hierarchical structure of UVM

constrained randomization repeats states and
may miss the coverage points. Bugs may be in the
hidden/uncovered nodes and may not be detected
by the constrained random verification.
The coverage matrix is shown in Fig 4 with standard
simulation which shows percentage as 35.41%, as
seen in Fig 5, on the following page.

Figure 2: N-bit Pseudo random binary sequence generator

To verify the Zetta-Hertz CDMA Transceiver,
we use a UVM-based verification environment.
The hierarchical structure of UVM testbench
as shown in Figure 3, above right.

CONSTRAINED RANDOM
VERIFICATION AND
FUNCTIONAL COVERAGE

Figure 4: Constrained randomization and functional coverage

Using the standard simulation technique only the
critical states can be hit. Constrained randomization
hits these states in unpredictable ways. Often
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Figure 5: Functional Coverage with standard simulation

Coverage matrix using Automation tool:
As we will see, the coverage can be increased
by applying automation to the creation of test
scenarios. First, the automation tool imports the
UVM testbench, including the sequence items and
scoreboard so the tool has access to the covergroups
and stimulus items.
//Sequence Item
class zetta_cdma_seq_item extends uvm_sequence_item;
`uvm_object_utils(zetta_cdma_seq_ite m)
reg reset;
rand reg [2:0] prbstype;
rand reg [3:0]
prbs_cdma;
_channel_sel;
rand reg [9:0] serin;
reg cdmatxserout;
reg[9:0]
cdmarxserout;
reg [63:0]cdmatxparout;
reg [63:0] cdmarxparout;
function new (string name = "zetta_cdma_seq_item");
super.new(name);
endfunction
........
endclass

Zetta_sequence_item code
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//SCOREBOARD
Class zetta_cdma_scoreboard extends uvm_scoreboard;
`uvm_component_utils(zetta_cdma_scor eboard)
uvm_tlm_analysis_fifo#(zetta_cdma_se q_item) zetta_imp;
zetta_cdma_seq_item xtn;
covergroup zetta_cover;
option.per_instance=1;
TXSER: coverpoint xtn.cdmatxserout{ bins all = {0,1};}
PRBSTYPE: coverpoint xtn.prbstype;
CHANNEL: coverpoint xtn.prbs_cdma_channel_sel;
SERIN: coverpoint xtn.serin;
RXSER: coverpoint xtn.cdmarxserout { bins low = {[0:100]};}
TXPAR: coverpoint xtn.cdmatxparout{ bins low = {[0:50]};}
RXPAR: coverpoint xtn.cdmarxparout{ bins low = {[0:100]};}
CROSS: cross xtn.prbstype,xtn.prbs_cdma_channel_s el,xtn.
serin;
endgroup
function new(string name,uvm_component parent);
super.new(name,parent);
zetta_imp=new("zetta_imp",this); zetta_cover =new();
endfunction
function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
super.build_phase(phase);
endfunction
task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
forever begin
zetta_imp.get(xtn);
`uvm_info(get_type_name(),$sformatf( "SCOREBOARD
%s",xtn.sprint),UVM_MEDIUM);

zetta_cover.sample();
end
endtask
endclass

Zetta_scoreboard code

After several steps, the tool generates a UVM
sequence. Source code of the tool generated
sequence is shown in below.
//GENERATED UVM SEQUENCE
`define INCLUDED_zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_SVH import
uvm_pkg::*;
`include "uvm_macros.svh"
`include "zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_scheduler.svh"
`include "zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_items.svh"
`include "zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_zetta_cover 1.svh"
`include "zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_callback_cl osures.svh"
typedef zetta_cdma_sequence zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_
base_t;
typedef class zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_cb;

virtual task body();
m_scheduler = new(get_full_name());
register_actions();
create_cov_strategies();
m_scheduler.run_all();
begin
te = m_scheduler.zetta_cdma_sequence_gen();
te.delete();
end
endtask
........
endclass

Tool generated code

The base sequence class (zetta_cdma_sequence)
will be overridden with the tool-generated
sequence using UVM overriding methods while
simulating the code.

class zetta_cdma_sequence_gen extends
zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_base_t;
typedef zetta_cdma_sequence_gen
zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_t;
`uvm_object_utils(zetta_cdma_sequenc e_gen)
zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_scheduler m_scheduler;
zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_cb m_te
Callback;
zetta_cdma_seq_item m_zetta_cdma_seq_item_inst;
zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_pc_closure
#(zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_t) m_pc_closure;
zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_zetta_cover1
m_zetta_cdma_sequence_gen_zetta_cover1;
function new(string name="");
super.new(name);
endfunction

Figure 7: Constrained randomization
and automated functional coverage

Then we can observe that generated coverage
reached 99.41% where using normal simulation
technique it was 35.41%, as shown in Figure 6,
on the following page.
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Figure 6: Functional coverage using the automation tool

Using coverage automation, maximum coverage
can be reached with the fewest tests. Since all
nodes are covered, bugs that are normally hidden
will be detected.

CONCLUSION

Automated Functional Coverage, using a tool such
as Questa® inFact, is an important aspect of ASIC/
SoC verification for checking the functionality of a
particular design. The design, Zetta-Hz High Speed
CDMA Transceiver, can achieve 100% functional
coverage, which indicates that all areas of a design
may be tested. Here, we use automation to achieve
coverage goals that are 10X to 100X faster and scales
up existing coverage of designs.
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Unified Approach to Verify Complex FSM
by Milan Patel - eInfochips, LTD (an Arrow Company)

INTRODUCTION

Complexity and the need to achieve faster
throughput further increases the complexity of
finite state machines (FSM) of serial protocols like
USB, PCIe, Ethernet, OTN, etc. These complex
FSMs contain a large number of states, transition
conditions, timeout mechanisms, and relevant
behavior of the design in each respective state. FSMs
are a source of functional bugs in any protocol. It is a
very tough job to functionally verify a FSM in each of
its state transition conditions and corner scenarios.
The purpose of this article is to share a strategy
on how to verify any simple or complex FSM in an
organized, robust, manageable, and efficient way.
To verify such FSMs thoroughly we need random
scenarios that cover all the possible state transition
conditions, corner and boundary conditions, and
relevant functional behavior. For that, we require a
strong base entity that helps to generate random
scenarios to cover all FSM entry-exit conditions and
erroneous scenarios easily. This base entity also helps
to choose a random FSM path to reach your expected
states and perform various error operations.
This article describes an approach to develop
an organized base entity that produces random
scenarios to minimize verification time and effort
during test case implementation.

DIFFICULTIES FACED IN COMPLEX
FSM VERIFICATION
• Cover all possible FSM entry-exit path
• Create strong architecture which reduces
scenario generation effort
• Cover all possible state conditions
and poison scenarios
• Place the protocol checks for each random
and timeout scenario
• Find RTL corner bugs
• Reduce effort of test case creation and debug

WHAT IS A BASE ENTITY?

There are generally two major scenarios to verify
in any complex FSM:
1. FSM entry-exit conditions
2. State packet error and timeout conditions
Many times, it is desirable to perform a certain set of
operations to reach the expected state and execute
the relevant scenario. We do this using a base
entity that uses data encapsulation and abstraction
provided by SystemVerilog OOP. This base class
contains all FSM state transition flow generic methods
which cover all the difficulties described above and
help to create any complex scenario with minimal
effort.

Advantages:
• Generic approach easily applies
to any FSM architecture
• Cover all FSM entry-exit conditions
• Reusable and easy to maintain
• Organized structure which helps
for future expansion
• Random generation helps to achieve
~95% coverage rapidly

PREFACE

A complex RTL has to consist of many different
algorithms, which need to be verified using test
bench components. But this article only talks about
the FSM verification strategy. The basic testbench
components which are required to verify the FSM
are shown in figure 1 on the following page. It also
represents complex FSM state transition paths
and conditions.
DUT (FSM): Device under test (DUT) represents
actual RTL which make up the different feature
modules based on the application. FSM is a
sub-unit or main component in the DUT. It is the
key component which helps to achieve design
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C41, etc.). This section
explains the base entity
development strategy
using the above FSM
diagram as a reference.
But it can be applied
to any kind of FSM.

Figure 1

functionality. It is designed in different styles,
states and output encoding conditions based
on requirements.
VIP: Verification IP (VIP) is a pre-built protocol set
of code that is used for verification. It is connected
with the DUT through an interface and provides
an appropriate response. It contains a stimulus
sequence, set of checks, coverage, and other things
related to the protocol.
Reference Model: The reference model is a mimic
version of the RTL and is an important element in the
testbench. It observes the same traffic as the DUT,
behaves as per the specification, and also predicts
the possible state transitions. The model is aware of
the DUT’s FSM state behavior and related parameters.
It achieves this goal by continuously monitoring the
DUT’s interface signals and comparing the DUT’s
internal state transition with the predicted value.
Scenario Base Entity: The scenario base entity
is represented as a parent class for all scenario
generators. We will explain the base entity generation
strategy and generic methods in this article. It
simplifies the FSM’s verification and reduces the
effort for difficult scenario generation.

BASE ENTITY DEVELOPMENT

The primary component of any FSM design is its state
and transition condition. The FSM diagram shown
in figure 1 consists of seven states (S1-S7) and 13
forward-backward state transition conditions (C12,
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A base class system
typically consists of
generic variables
and methods which
simplify child scenarios
generation. In FSM
verification scenarios,
there are multiple ways
to reach any expected state and perform a set of
operations. As per the above example, to reach the
S6 state out of three paths ([1] S1->S2->S3->S6; [2]
S1->S3->S6; [3] S1->S4->S6), the system can choose
any random path. In the same way, the base entity
helps the system to reach an expected state using
a random path from all possible path combinations.
Base classes not only help to reach an expected
state, but also checks a set of conditions between
transition paths from source to destination. The set
of conditions contains timeout checks, deadlock
conditions, wrong state transition, and the DUT status
value of a particular state.
It distributes transition paths based on states and
defines SystemVerilog enumerated data types for
the specific state transition that has multiple entry
paths to reach. Also, it defines the initiate state entry
method which executes a set of stimuli to reach
an expected state via the selected path. All statewise entry methods are handled by one centralized
method. The child only needs to randomize the base
property and access this centralized method to reach
the expected state. All other checks will be handled
by the base.
This organized architecture also helps to
accommodate future development. In this strategy,
the whole state transition implementation load is
distributed per states. So if one or more states are
added in the future, we can achieve the desired
functionality with minimal base updates. Here only
two major updates are required to settle new states.

The first change is to add a new initiate state entry
method, as defined above. The second change is
to update the centralized method which handles all
state-wise entry methods. The third change could
be to update timers as per new state requirement.
The following code snippet explains the base class
development strategy for our example FSM.
class base entity:
// State enumeration
typedef {S, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7} state_enum;
// Take entry enum for the specific state which has multiple
// conditions to reach.
typedef {C13, C23} S3_entry_enum;
typedef {C36, C46} S6_entry_enum;
...
// Defined final state until that base class choose a random path.
rand state_enum		
expected_entry_state;
rand S3_entry_enum
S3_entry;
rand S6_entry_enum
S6_entry;
// ---------------------------// Generic Methods
// ---------------------------// It is a main FSM state transition method which helps
// extended(chid) class to
// reach expected state.
// It takes help from other state entry methods to achieve
// expected state
// through a random path.
task initial_state_transition (state_enum expected _ entry state ) ;
case (expected_entry_state )
...
S3 : initiate_S3 entry (S3_entry_enum S3_entry );
...
S6 : initiate_S6 entry (S6_entry_enum S6_entry );
...
endcase
endtask
// Using a random path initiate S3 state entry process.
task initiate_S3_entry (S3_entry_enum S3_entry);
case (S3_entry)
C13 : initiate_S1_entry (S1_entry_enum S1_entry);
C23 : initiate_S2_entry (S2_entry_enum S2_entry);
endcase
endtask
// Using a random path initiate S6 state entry process.
task initiate_S6_entry (S6_entry_enum S6_entry);
case (S6_entry)
C36 : initiate_S3_entry (S3_entry_enum S3_entry);
C46 : initiate_S4_entry (S4_entry_enum S4_entry);
endcase

endtask
// The single path S12 path is only applicable for S2 entry.
task initiate_S2_entry (S2_entry_enum S2_entry);
fork
S2_perform_set_of_operations ();
S2_timeout_and_condition_check ();
join
endtask
endclass

FSM SCENARIO GENERATOR

From the previous section, we saw that the base
entity creates a strong background for the scenario
generator. Now the generator's responsibility is
to use the appropriate base methods and create
scenarios as per the requirement. We can list FSM
verification scenarios in two major categories,
defined as follows:
• Normal state transition entry-exit condition:
This scenario covers all of the FSM’s entry-exit
paths and state transition conditions. It also
covers all state-related packet transmissions
and error conditions which are ignored by the
DUT. Test case pass criteria should be no errors
reported by the reference model or VIP.
• Packet error injection and state timeout: In this
type of scenario, the generator injects errors
in the state packet using an error injection
mechanism. It also blocks packet transmission to
check the DUT’s state timeout value. Test case
pass criteria is both DUT and reference model
moves to the same state after timeout.
First of all, we discussed the normal scenario
generation using a base entity. It is very easy to
generate such scenarios with the help of base
generic methods and variables. It is only required to
select the operational state and next expected state
in the generator. Systems reach the operational
state using the base class “state entry initiate”
method, at which point it performs state related
operations. After completion of state operation
base moves to the RTL’s next state transition
check. It compares RTL actual with expected state
transitions to make the test case final decision.
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The most difficult task in FSM verification is
identifying erroneous scenarios. It is very tough to
generate such scenarios for all state packets and
timers without the help of a strong background and
an organized structure. Many testbench components
closely work together to inject suitable packet
errors to check the RTL’s behavior. The required
components include a base entity, error injection
mechanism, reference model, interrupt monitor, and
test case checks.
Proper work distribution among all these components
will make this task easy. The base class should
bring up the proper state and situation in which the
generator can easily run the error operation. It also
helps to continuously monitor the RTL status and
state timer. If it detects the wrong situation or state
transition, it suddenly stops simulation by displaying
the proper error.
Each transaction engine has a list of all supported
error types: generator randomize packet error type
from the list as per state requirement and hand over
to error injection engine. In the error injection engine
we can consider the call-back or driver which have the
capability for poison insertion in the transaction. It
modifies transaction and drives on the interface.
The reference model plays a vital role in the testbench in terms of bug identification and coverage
generation. It closely works with RTL and also refers
to the same interface which the RTL has. It follows a
protocol rule for each input transaction and predicts
the RTL state transition. It compares actual RTL
behavior with the predicted behavior and identifies
RTL hidden bugs. It also gathers RTL stimulus and
response information for coverage generation.
The following code snippet explains the generator
development strategy.
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class scenario_generator extends base_entity;
typedef {C12, C13, C14, C23, C35, C36, C46, C57, C67,
C41, C52, C64,}
state_transition_condition_enum;
// Defined operational state until that base class
// choose a random path.
rand state_enum		
operational_entry_state;
// Defined final goal state which expected after accomplished
// state condition.
rand state_enum		
next_expected_state;
// It randomly chooses state conditions for selected
// operational state.
rand state_transition_
condition_enume		
state_transition-condition;
// Constraints are used to select the next expected state with
// help of operational state and the related transition condition.
constraint c_operational_state {S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7}
constraint c_next_state { ...
(operational_entry_state ==
S6 && state_transition_condition == C67) ->
(next_expected_state == S7);
(operational_entry_state ==
S6 && state_transition_condition == C64) ->
(next_expected_state == S4);
... }
// --------------------------// Methods
// --------------------------// Common generator method which is used to create
// any type of scenarios.
task generator (state_enum expected_entry_state);
// Execute base method to reach at operational state.
initial_state_transition (operational_entry_state);
// It is used to perform any kind of operation
// (Normal, Erroneous) based on scenario needs.
perform_state_operation (operational_entry_state,
state-transition_condition);
// Check FSM transition in the next expected state.
wait_for_next_state (next_expected_state);
endtask
endclass

CONCLUSION

Initial development efforts are required to make a
stable FSM base entity and the reference model.
However, once the model is robust, generated
random scenarios open a lot of mismatch between
the RTL and reference model, which helps to
discover many RTL issues. Random path selection
approaches help to identify state-dependent
hidden bugs. While the whole strategy is very
effective and fast to find RTL bugs of complex FSMs,
we can use this approach to verify any kind of state
machine. We used this approach to verify a complex
LTSSM state machine, which was used in serial
protocols like USBX.0 and PCIeGenX.0. Up to now
more than 20 LTSSM bugs have been found in preverified DUTs. Also, we achieved more than 90%
coverage with only 10 random test cases.
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RISC-V Design Verification Strategy

by Mike Bartley – Tessolve, Lavanya Jagan, G S Madhusudan & Neel Gala - InCore Semiconductors Pvt. Ltd.

As the RISC-V architecture becomes increasingly
popular, it is being adopted across a diverse range of
products. From the development of in-house cores
with specialized instructions, to functionally safe SoCs
and security processors for a variety of verticals –
RISC-V adoption brings several verification challenges
that are discussed in this article, along with potential
approaches and solutions.
This article first considers verification of the core.
The core is made up of several blocks including: a
fetch unit, execution units, instruction cache and
data cache, TLB and complex logic for controlling
functions like branch prediction and out-oforder execution. We discuss the pros and cons
of performing block level verification. Either way,
a core level verification strategy is required (this
includes both constrained random instruction
generation targeted at micro-architectural features
and corner cases captured in functional coverage),
and architectural compliance. The article outlines the
tools and compliance suites required and available.
Moving out from the core the article considers
both fabric integration verification and SoC level
verification where safety, security, and low power
features come into consideration. In addition, the
article also considers the verification of RISC-V
specific features including multiple architectural
options, configurability, and the ability to add new
instructions.

INTRODUCTION

With the recent explosion in domain specific
applications (DSAs), the industry has seen an
unprecedented need for customized hardware
solutions. Intelligence, safety, and security, which
were previously a mere afterthought, are now
considered first class citizens in designing processors
and other hardware solutions. While exploration of
DSAs is still underway, it is not uncommon to think
that there are significant overlaps in terms of compute
and resource requirements across these domains,
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and a configurable architecture can address
multiple domains.
With this in mind, RISC-V, an open source instruction
set architecture (ISA) was introduced in 2010 as an
extensively configurable and customizable solution
for general purpose processors. The customization
capabilities of the ISA enable one to implement
a processor for RISC-V ranging from resource
constrained deeply embedded in-order cores all the
way to high performance highly pipelined multi-core
micro-architectures. Over the past decade more than
300 industries and academic institutes have shown
interest in RISC-V and contributed to its growth
significantly. For the current standard extensions (i.e.
I, M, A, F, D, C and privileged) the entire software
stack including compiler, assembler, debugger,
operating systems, kernels, etc., are all available
in the open source domain. Commercial entities
such as InCore Semiconductors, Western-Digital,
and Bluespec Inc. have also contributed their core
implementations (Chromite, SweRV and Piccolo/Flute
respectively) to the open-source community enabling
users to take these to silicon at no design cost.
One should also note that, with a decade of progress
and success of the RISC-V ISA, it continues to evolve
and define new extensions which cater to new
paradigms of computing and is thus truly an ISA
of the future.

Architectural compliance of a RISC-V Design
One of the advantages of the RISC-V ISA is that it
provides no mandates with respect to the microarchitecture. This allows designers to realize the same
specification in application specific configurations
catering to various targets of power, area, and
performance. This limits the scope of compliance
checking to only an important subset of the
specification making compliance an achievable goal.
Compliance means that the implementation of the
ISA spec meets all the requirements set forth by
the spec under all conditions defined by the spec.
Essentially, this would mean that a compliant design

is functionally bug free. Considering the numerous
configurations that RISC-V provides, it is impossible
to create a test-suite which can declare any and
every RISC-V device as bug-free. What is possible,
is to test for compliance in limited areas. Some
such tests could be comprehensive – testing for
full compliance in a specific area.
The compliance test-suite thus consists of directed
tests. Tools like RISCOF, RISCV-ISAC and RISCVCTG from InCore Semiconductors, have started
addressing the above challenges of compliance
and have provided a framework and test-suite for
the base instruction extensions. Section 3 provides
more details on these tools and infrastructure which
can be used and extended to check compliance
of a device.

Verification of a RISC-V Design
The compliance suite is thus narrowed down to a
very small subset of the verification and the more
rigorous testing is required to declare a device
“almost” bug-free (but is not required to declare
a device compliant).
To cater to the configurability of the ISA, entities
like InCore Semiconductors have developed coregenerators which can provide almost the same
number of hooks as described in the ISA spec.
This allows the same RTL source to be used across
different instances and configurations of the core.
To verify such core-generators, it makes sense to
first validate individual design blocks at the unit
level and then re-use the validated blocks to build
new cores. This reduces the stress of verification
at the core level and enables the verification suite
to grow in tandem with the design and the spec.
In section 3.1 we describe RiVer-Block, a python
based framework, which has been developed to
verify and validate unit b.
As designs become more complex, each unit/block
will also grow to be more complex and customized,
thereby requiring more effort to perform unit
level testing. Also, in the initial stages of the
design, it is required to flush out common bugs as
soon as possible. In view of this, RISC-V has seen
development of quite a few stress-test / pseudorandom-test generators like: AAPG, MicroTesk and
RISCV-DV. These tools, varying in capabilities and

limitations, generate random assembly programs
for different supported configurations of the
spec. Each test will generate a signature of the
user-visible context of the core which needs to be
verified against an instruction set simulator/model
like Spike, riscv-ovpsim or SAIL.
The challenge now is to tune these pseudo-randomgenerators with configurations and setup files
specific to the DUT. To manage this complexity,
RiVer-Core (see section 3.2) provides an umbrellalike framework to choose, configure and run the
test-generators on the DUT and compare the
results with a reference simulator. One can use
RiVer-Core to run thousands of parallel simulations
in an automated daily routine enabling quick
coverage-climb and catching bugs as early
and fast as possible.

Verifying Extensions of a RISC-V Design
The most attractive feature of RISC-V is its ability
to add custom instruction extensions. With
standard open source SW toolchain components
like LLVM, GCC and Spike supporting RISC-V,
building a minimal working toolchain and reference
simulators for custom extensions of RISC-V is now
straightforward.
On the hardware end, there exist multiple ways
in which these extensions can be integrated to
an existing RISC-V core. Based on the integration
mechanism different verification strategies need
to be adopted which are highlighted below:
1. Pipeline-coupled: the implementation is tightly
coupled with the existing pipeline and re-uses
much of the resources already available in the
core. Verification here requires a re-engineering
of the unit-level testing for existing blocks which
were modified and for newly introduced blocks.
Verification at the core level will require RiVer
core and its components to be updated to
generate the new set of instructions.
2. Accelerator: the implementation is a standalone
unit and interacts with the core through a
dedicated accelerator interface like RoCC.
This requires block level verification of the new
standalone unit introduced and updating RiVerCore to generate new instructions.
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More details on verifying extension is summarized
in Section 2.3 Modern instruction extensions for
safety and security will further require novel dataflow validations and checks which are highlighted
in Section.

Verifying RISC-V based SoCs
With the rapid adoption of RISC-V many vendors
are migrating their existing designs and SoCs to
use a RISC-V core. The challenge here is to now
build the SoC level verification infrastructure which
can integrate any RISC-V core/configuration for
a customized set of peripherals. The verification
framework should further re-use the standalone IP
tests, and port existing SoC level tests to RISC-V
seamlessly.
In response to the growing momentum of
RISC-V, groups like ChipsAlliance and OpenHW
are developing and standardizing on uncore
components like omni-extend, TileLink , PLIC,

and CLIC, which will further ease the verification
of custom SoC built using these components. With
a vision to leverage this opportunity, we present a
unique automated framework in Section 3 which
can not only generate custom SoCs but also provide
the necessary SoC verification infrastructure as well.
The goal of this tool is to provide a stable and robust
starting point to create customized SoCs.

RIVER FOR RISC-V CORE AND
SOC VERIFICATION
Figure 1 shows a typical RISC-V core block diagram.
It illustrates a common RISC-V implementation
along with SoC components. The ISA extensions
of the implementation and microarchitecture features
are listed on the opposite page. These are highly
configurable in the sense that they can be enabled
or disabled as well as having configurable
design parameters.

Figure 1: Typical Core Microarchitecture
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• 32- or 64-bit variations with RISC-V ISA
configurability of RV[32/64]I[MAFDCSUN] where
o I - Integer compute unit
o M - Integrated multiply-divide unit
o A - Atomic functional unit
o F/D - Single and Double precision floating
point compute unit following IEEE-754
standards
o C - Compressed instruction support unit
for lower memory footprint
o SUN - Supervisor, user, user trap mode
of operation support
o PMP support: configurable number of regions
for physical memory protection
o configurable number of performance counters
o Configurable number of triggers
o Debug support
• Optional branch predictor with fully associative
Branch Target Buffer (BTB), variable size Branch
History Buffer, configurable Return Address
Stack (RAS)
• Separate instruction and data caches with
configurable associativity, size, and replacement
policy support
• Configurable Memory Management Unit with
fully associative, separate instruction and data
TLBs and variable page size support
For the extremely configurable processor design
shown here, the verification environment is also
required to be configurable in an automated
fashion. This aids in rapid verification during
the design phase improving verification quality.
The verification itself can be performed at
various levels as described in the following
sections. The article predominantly concentrates
on simulation-based verification
using open source simulators
or commercial simulators like
Mentor’s Questa® Simulation.

Block for block-level
verification
Block or unit level verification
deals with development of
UVM (Universal Verification
Methodology) based
verification around the
small unit, constraining
random input sequences
and comparing the design

output with a reference model. Verification of a
block in a processor design could either be carried
out in the above fashion or by targeting RISC-V tests
towards verifying the block at the processor level.
The decision to choose a block for rigorous UVM
based verification depends on the following criteria.
• The complexity of the block: What are the risks
that we cannot discover all the bugs in core-level
verification?
• The simplicity of block level verification: Does
the block have standard interfaces? Is it possible
to make a self-checking test bench (e.g. is there
a model? Or is it easy to build a scoreboard?)
Cache controller is a good example of where a
block level testbench is often used as it fulfills
both criteria
• There are many verification challenges including
coherency across multiple hierarchies of
memory as well as liveness for requests from
multiple cores. The latter might be best verified
using formal property verification rather than
simulation.
• On one side there is a standard CPU connection
and a standard memory connection on the other.
It is also easy to build a flat model of memory
to act as a model or scoreboard.
RiVer block is a Python based verification framework
that aids in block level verification. It uses the
CoCoTb (Coroutine based Cosimulation Testbench)
libraries to develop the UVM components as shown
in the diagram below.

Figure 2: CoCoTB libraries and UVM components
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The test transactions are provided to the Driver
component which translates it to signals to be driven
to the design-under-test (DUT). The Input Monitor
observes the signal changes happening at the DUT
and are taken as inputs to the reference model to
obtain the expected output for the input transaction.
In a similar fashion, the DUT’s output is observed
by the Output Monitor which is compared with the
expected output in the Scoreboard. The framework
supports DUT simulation using commercial
simulators like Mentor’s Questa® Simulation
along with open source simulators.
When a block is verified using the UVM environment,
the verification components (other than the driver)
can also be re-used at the core level to localize the
bug that is occurring when running processor level
tests. The monitors and scoreboard attached to a
block exposes more details of any mismatch seen
at the core level.

RISC-V Core Verification
In this section, verification of the RISC-V core design
(or micro-architecture) will be discussed. Core
design verification is typically based on running
RISC-V assembly level programs (test programs)
on the core to ensure correct program execution.
The major test program suites are either manually
developed or generated from RISC-V assembly
program generators. The GNU toolchain compiles
these test programs and are loaded into the
design memory and the instruction set simulators
(ISS). To check the execution of the program, the
processor state, namely, the registers (general
purpose, floating point, control, and status) and
memory are compared. This state is obtained from
the core design through the UVM based testbench
environment and from ISS for comparison.
The following comparison strategy is generally
followed for core verification:
• The register state is compared after every
instruction retirement. This aids in quicker debug
time from bug to the cause of failure with minimal
test bench performance hit. This excludes microarchitectural registers and is done at the ISA level
• The whole memory state comparison is done at
the end of test. This is basically termed as the
signature of the test. The memory is initialized
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with test data and the test executes modifies
the state of memory which is compared with
the reference model at the end of the test.
Other than the normal execution flow, timing of
external events (such as interrupts) that disrupt the
flow are handled by syncing the design with the ISS.
Some verification environments therefore use a cycle
accurate model of the CPU to overcome this but at
the cost of higher maintenance, potential bugs in
the model and slower simulation performance.
Finally, a key aspect of a core verification strategy
is the coverage analysis. Structural coverage of the
design is typically used (and some engineers also
add structural coverage of the ISS model) but the key
aspect is the functional coverage model which
can be at two levels.
• Architectural coverage including instructions,
registers, etc. This is typically covered by the
architectural compliance suite (see below) so the
model might want to go further: for example, a
write followed by a read to the same (cacheable
or uncacheable) memory location. Although this is
targeting a potential micro-architectural feature,
it can be measured statically at the program
(i.e. architectural) level.
• Micro-architectural level: for example, coverage
of features controlling out-of-order execution
or branch mis-prediction.
The above verification flow of generation of
tests, compilation, simulation, and comparison
of processor state are seamlessly integrated as
a one-stop solution in the RiVer Framework. This
framework for RISC-V Core Verification also exploits
the extreme configurability of the ISA specification.
The framework consolidates various ingredients
necessary to perform instruction level verification
of any core which includes the following: custom
assembly test suites, random assembly program
generators; and various instruction set simulators
(ISS) as golden reference along with coverage
definitions. RiVer is thus a robust verification
methodology of instruction level checking for
any RISC-V based core design.

Figure 3: Generator plugin to test compile + simulate phase test result and coverage collection

The RiVer framework captures various choices and
configurations of the DUT via an intuitive human
readable YAML format: RISCV-CONFIG. RISCVCONFIG employs a strong validator which ensures
that the user has not made conflicting choices
available in the ISA. Thus, riscv-config acts as an
early filter of bugs.
Using this framework, the user can choose from
a wide variety of custom and random assembly
suite generators. The custom suites are generated
using the Compliance Test Generator developed
by InCore. The random program generators
currently supported by RiVer include Shakti’s
AAPG [5], Google’s riscv-dv [7], MicroTESK [8] and
Berkeley’s riscv-torture [6]. These random assembly
program generators are typically associated with
configuration file or template file that controls the
generation sequence, instruction distribution along
with targeting any micro-architectural features.
Since the framework is built on a plugin philosophy,
adding new suite generators to RiVer is easy and
can be seamlessly achieved.

Once the user provides the riscv-configuration
YAML file and choice of test suites, RiVer automates
the flow of generation of tests, test compilation
and execution on DUT. To validate the correctness
of the DUT, RiVer also enables integration of
external open/proprietary RISC-V Instruction set
simulators which act as golden reference models.
RiVer provides a UVM based verification testbench
environment which enables state comparison across
the DUT and the reference model of choice, and
thereby arriving at a decision if a particular test
has passed on the DUT or not.
The simulation phase involves simulating the
DUT on the chosen simulator (Mentor’s Questa®
Simulation, Verilator, etc.). Again, the plugin and
abstraction philosophy contribute, allowing easy
switch between simulators without a hassle. RiVer
also exploits the coverage analysis features of these
tools to provide a code and functional coverage
of the tests being executed on the DUT. ISA level
functional coverage of the tests can be obtained
using tools like RISCV-ISAC as discussed in the
next section.
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RiVer also comes along with a CI (Continuous
Integration) flow allowing developing teams to start
ISA verification as early as possible an on every
change. Since RiVer integrates largely open source
tools for generation and compilation, many of the
RiVer stages can be easily parallelized across threads,
cores, and machines. The limiting factor is typically
the commercial simulators which limit the number
of parallel licenses.

RISC-V Compliance Testing
A RISC-V design is said to be compliant if the
implementation of the ISA meets all the ISA feature
requirements under all conditions. Compliance is
not aimed at certifying an implementation to be
bug free as it is not a replacement for verification.
Rather, it handles a subset of the verification
space. The compliance tests focus on checking an
implementation in limited areas of the ISA and not on
any micro-architectural details. These tests basically
rely on signature-based testing where the RISC-V
test is developed according to the test specification
format as defined by the RISC-V Compliance group.
The tests are compiled and executed on the specified
implementation and a chosen reference model.
Each test has a signature section which is basically a
memory section to which the test stores intermediate
results. The unique signature captures the essence
of the test and is used to detect the compliance
correctness. The same test is run on the reference
model and the signatures are compared. This flow
helps in compliance checking of an implementation
with simulation, emulation, an FPGA prototype,
or an ASIC device.
To provide a comprehensive flow to perform
compliance testing, a Python YAML based RISCOF
framework can be used to prove compliance of a
RISC-V implementation against the RISC-V privileged
and unprivileged ISA spec. The framework provides
the following features to prove compliance.
• Allows an implementation to be compared against
a chosen reference model
• Compliance test suite applicable to the
implementation are filtered based on its
configuration definition
• Allows usage of different SDKs or toolchains
for compiling the compliance test suite
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• Provides compliance coverage reporting
the quality of the testing done
To provide the above flow, RISCOF takes the ISA
and Platform specifications (in Python YAML format)
as input which defines the DUT’s implementation
specification. After validating the specification using
RISCV-CONFIG, a compliance suite applicable to
the design implementation is selected by RISCOF.
These tests generate signatures from the DUT and
the chosen reference model following which the
framework compares them to prove compliance.
To improve automation in compliance testing
and coverage closure, RISCV-ISAC (RISC-V ISA
Coverage) provides RISC-ISA compliance coverage
definition. Using ISAC’s definition RISCV-CTG tool
generates assembly tests targeting the coverage
for compliance. RISCOF uses these generated tests
and provides ISA level completeness to compliance
testing.

RISC-V ISA Custom Extensions Verification
In addition to the standard ISA extensions, RISC-V
ISA provides opcode space to support custom
extensions. These custom extensions would
either become the differentiating factor of the
implementation or target custom application
domain. To verify such a combination of a standard
RISC-V design along with the custom extension,
the following support are to be provided to the
verification ecosystem:
• Custom instruction support in the toolchain to
compile the tests with the new instructions
• ISS is updated to have the custom instruction
features so that they are used for comparison with
the implemented design
• Self-checking manual tests must be developed to
check the above updates
• Random generators must be updated to generate
the custom instructions
• Templates to generate the random instructions
must be developed for verification.
• Additionally, the functional coverage model
should be updated based on both the
architectural extensions and design updates
needed for the additional instructions

With the above ecosystem updates, the RiVer
Core methodology can be used for verifying
the implementation with the custom instruction
support. Compliance testing will be performed
for the RISC-V standard ISA specification.

RISC-V BASED SOC VERIFICATION

RISC-V based SoC design complexity has seen a
shift in terms of increased adoption towards Domain
Specific Architectures (DSA) like for security and AI/
ML domains. This adoption brings in new design
and novel interconnect components into the SoC
design. Verification of these SoCs thus deals with
verifying the added components along with the
highly configurable RISC-V core implementation.
Consider an example of a RISC-V based SoC
shown below. It consists of a RISC-V processor
implementation with various blocks like multiplier/
divider, floating point, debug units. Furthermore, it
also includes micro-architectural components like
branch prediction, cache controller blocks. This
processor implementation is integrated through
interconnect fabrics to other peripherals like SPI
(Serial Peripheral Interface), QSPI (Quad SPI), UART

Figure 4: RISC-V based SoC

(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter),
PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) etc.
Thus the various types of components like generic
peripherals (like SPI, UART, PWM), hardware
accelerators (like crypto accelerators or systolic
arrays), co-processor units (like bit manipulation,
floating point) and fabric bridges form the basic
building blocks of a generic RISC-V SoC. Their
parameters can be varied, and several different
RISC-V SoC configurations can be considered
targeting different application domains. These
components are verified at the block/unit/IP level
using industry standard Verification IPs (VIPs) and
then system level integration tests are performed
along with use-cases or applications, performance
testing, power and reset testing, multiple clock
domain testing; and safety and security based
verification. As seen, the design complexity
increases from the notion of a highly configurable
RISC-V processor implementation to an extremely
configurable RISC-V SoC with that configurable
processor along with other peripheral components.
To meet this challenge of maintaining different
SoC design and verification systems for varied
application domains, a unified approach of
generating the SoC as
well as its verification
environment from the
same design specification
is proposed. This
approach accelerates
building the whole SoC
design in an automated
fashion along with
generating its verification
environment at the same
time. As a first step
towards this automation
approach, the SoC
specification must be
defined in the form of
Python YAML format. The
SoC YAML Specification
describes the various
SoC components, its
connectivity and design
parameters in a YAML
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structure as follows thereby aiding in generating
the SoC design and its verification environments:
• Modules specify various design instances like the
core, peripheral units, hardware accelerators, coprocessors, interconnect bridges
• Clusters specify the interconnects associated
with the SoC details the master/slave roles of the
modules associated with a particular cluster
• Module Parameters define in detail the design
parameters of the modules. This is part of
the module instance. They typically include
the feature list and design parameters of an
SoC component like ISA extensions, modes
of operation supported for a RISC-V core,
address widths supported for the clusters. The
exhaustive specification aids in configuring the
Verification IPs (VIPs) associated with the block as
well as filtering the tests applicable for the SoC
component
• Interface signals of a module or a cluster
allows the verification framework to use their
corresponding VIPs to be integrated in the SoC
verification environment
• Connection Hierarchy enables automation
in building the SoC design or its verification
environment
• Memory Map associated with the SoC is also
part of the specification
Once the SoC Specification is in place, as seen in
figure 5, the SoC Generator builds the (BSV based)
design in an automated fashion and at the same time
the testbench VIP components

as well as the test infrastructure applicable to
the SoC configuration is generated. This eases the
integration efforts for verifying the different SoCs.
In addition, it automates several redundant test
bench development, test filtering instead of rewriting the same test functionality for slight variations
in the configurations. For this ease of automation to
happen, the VIPs which include the UVM testbench
components like drivers, monitors and scoreboards
must be strictly parameterized based on the available
design parameters. Along with the testbench, the
VIP test cases also must be transformed to be aware
of the parameters. This transformation of the VIP to
become design parameter aware makes it a principle
building block of generating an SoC test bench and
its associated tests from the design parameters itself
and will boost the actual verification efforts of
the SoC.
The following flow is maintained for the RISC-V SoC
Verification Automation:
• The Python based SoC YAML spec is first validated
to be correct and devoid of any human errors
by the SoC TB generator
• In the next step, the validated spec is used to
resolve the interface connections and hierarchical
details to build the SoC testbench using the
various standard VIPs
• With the testbench generated, a test selector
filters though the suites to generate the tests
applicable for the SoC configuration
• Once the whole environment is ready to be
deployed for verification, test regressions in
the form of continuous
integration is triggered
to perform the primary
verification task for
detecting design failures.
To meet the challenges
of verifying the highly
configurable RISC-V SoCs,
configuration-aware
verification automation
is crucial for maintaining
the verification quality.

Figure 5: SoC specification
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Figure 6: SoC TB generation components

VERIFYING SECURITY
EXTENSIONS FOR RISC-V

Verification primarily aims at proving that a system
does what it is supposed to do. Security, on the
other hand, aims to ensure that the system does
not do what it is not supposed to. Security has
two aspects: the hardware, and the software. The
hardware provides some features, and a “base of
trust”, which the software can exploit to provide
security guarantees. Two (amongst many) of the
main challenges with ensuring that a system is
secure is the ambiguity in the definition of the
system specification, and the closed source nature
of the components used.
With the advent of RISC-V ISA, and availability of
a plethora of open source processors, it opens
new possibilities of verification where one can
provide stronger guarantees from the hardware.
Moreover, the simplicity of the RISC-V ISA makes
it amenable to formal verification, and to that end,
multiple formal versions of the specification are also
available [1, 2]. Having a formal model eliminates the
problem of ambiguity in the specification. However,
verifying a complete RISC-V processor also involves
defining a formal model of the microarchitecture
(and proving equivalence between this and the
formal model of the ISA specification), which is a
herculean task. There do exist frameworks like
Kami [3] that can aid in doing formal verification.
This framework supports Bluespec [4] style hardware
where the language itself has strong semantics
which are amenable to formal verification.

Currently, RISC-V
provides various security
features at the hardware
level, including Physical
Memory Protection
(PMP), modes (Machine,
Supervisor and User)
and virtual memory.
There are also various
task groups and
individuals in the RISC-V
community that are
working on ISA extensions
for cryptographic
accelerators and true
random number generators, hypervisor, secure
boot, Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), and
Control Flow Integrity (CFI). The verification of each
of these requires special handling because each of
these features are aimed at thwarting a particular
set of attacks.
The verification plan for security in general can be
quite complex because it is not enough to verify
individual components, but it is also important to
clearly understand the interactions between these
components. Also, some of these solutions might
depend on other features/extensions of RISC-V.
In general, the verification can be carried out in 3
stages, and in each stage one would try to model
various possible attacks, and check if the system
is resistant against it. We will try to understand the
same with an example of verifying a system that
does AES encryption using a dedicated accelerator.
The first stage is a module level verification
where one verifies individual modules. For an AES
accelerator, a basic testing would involve providing
streams of data for encryption/decryption and
checking if the output is correct. Moreover, one
could try to configure some of the configuration
registers in an illegal manner and check if the
behavior of the AES encryption module changes.
It is also very important to note here that the
verification of a particular module is only as good
as the robustness of the specification. For example,
if the specification does not mention anything about
the timing properties of the accelerator, it might
be vulnerable to side channel attacks. But if timing
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properties are mentioned, one would have to provide
test cases and verify if any of those properties fail.
The second stage is system level verification where
you check if any vulnerabilities in other parts of
the system might affect your module. In AES, it is
important to keep the symmetric key secure. An
implementation could have possibly assumed that
PMPs are used to protect the various symmetric keys.
A vulnerability in the PMPs could result in exposure
of the symmetric key.
The third and the final stage is verifying the software
driver. In most of the cases, a software vulnerability
can render hardware protections futile. Hence, it is
important to verify if the software has vulnerabilities
in it. The possible vulnerabilities in the software again
depends on the threat model.
Provable security for a complex system is an NP-hard
problem, and hence one should always try to break it
down to smaller problems and solve them first, and
carefully stitch up the guarantees at various levels
to provide security.

SUMMARY

InCore and Tessolve offer a comprehensive suite of IP
and services to help customers build RISC-V solutions
across a range of domains. This combination ensures
the customer of the best possible combination of
Cores, SoC fabrics, Verification IP, and Verification
methodology to realize complex SoCs. Post
verification services including physical design and
post silicon testing is also part of the portfolio
of services offered.
• IP Cores - Chromite CPU generator, AXI, APB,
PLIC, CLIC, DMA, Cache blocks, DMA controller
• Peripheral IPs - SPI, QSPI, UART, PWM, PWM
• SoC dev pack
o Comprehensive SoC development environment
• Verification IP
• Verification Methodology - RiVer
• Silicon dev pack
o Convert RTL into a first tapeout success
• Product dev pack
o Build eval boards and embedded products
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